INTRODUCTION
Amnesty International UK is a partner organisation in Refugee Week 2014. On the Refugee Week website (http://www.refugeeweek.org.uk/) you will find 24 Simple Acts that students can take. They range from cooking a dish from another country to taking a quiz on refugees or inviting a refugee for tea. There is also a toolkit for ideas about using the Simple Acts in schools. http://www.simpleacts.org.uk/.

Encourage students and teacher to visit the website and do at least one simple act to make the world a better, fairer place.

ACTION
The ‘Do One Simple Act’ video to introduce the concept to teachers and students: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6csPOTDOVTQ&list=UU2NJmksf2r8zoce_n0dtDBA

Simple Acts include:

- Find one big or small thing that was created by a refugee
- Cook a dish from another country
- Tell a child a story from another country
- Find an object that tells a story about migration